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Security Inquiry

There are several new forms and reports to allow you to view Banner security. For instance you can view what objects a particular user at your campus has assigned or you could see what forms and reports make up a particular security class. Below is a brief overview of these processes.

Forms:
GWIOBCL - Security classes that are associated with a form or report.
GWICLOB - Forms or reports within a Security class.
GWICLAS - Security classes within a Banner module.
GWAUSRP - Banner user's security profile.
GWIUOBJ - All forms and reports (and associated security classes) given to a user.
GWUISRL - Banner users by module.
GWICLSU - Users with a security class.
GWIOBJU - Users associated with a form or report.

Common Inquiries:
Q: How do I find out if a user has access to a form or report?
A: Two ways to do this. Go to GWIUOBJ, type in Banner username, go to next block and see what the user in question has assigned.

The other way is to go to GWIOBJU, type in form or report, go to next block and see all users at your college who have access. You may like this method because you could compare who already has access to whom you may want to request access.

Q: How do I get a list of security classes for my module? They sure are hard to remember.
A: Go to GWICLAS, Enter “R” for FinAid, go to next block and see all the security classes for the FinAid module.

Q: What forms or reports are assigned to a class I'm thinking of requesting for a user?
A: Go to GWICLOB, type in security class, go to next block and you will see what forms and/or reports are assigned to the class.